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Family violence, or violencl= between family members, is a sub j ec t 
which has recently received the attention of resaarchers and government 
agencies. The National Center en Child Abuse and Neglect is concerned 
with a specific kind of family violence, child abuse, and its connec
tions with other types. The 63 items listed in this annotated biblio
graphy place child abuse in the broader context of family violence and 
explore some of the interrelationships between child abuse and other 
forms of intrafamily violence. 

Family violence can occur between husband and wife, parent 
and child, or between siblings. It includes a broad range of actions, 
from shoving or slapping at the mildest extreme to brutal beatings, 
torture, or murder. Wife beating and child beating were considered a 
father's prerogative in the not-tao-distant past, and some researchers 
point out that traces of this ethos persist in both popular sentiment 
and the law today. Corporal punishment, although considered by some 
to be a legitimate technique of parental control of children, is 
nonetheless a form of family violence. 

Research on the prevalence of family violence has been problem
atic and often inconclusive. The difficulty of estimating actual 
incidence from data derived from reported incidents has hampered 
attempts to discover the extent of family violence. The data that are 
available, however, suggest that violence between family members is 
not a rare occurrence. Studies on intrafamily murder (on which the 
data are reliable, due to the nature of the violent incident) show 
that it is not atypical for these murders £0 comprise 30 percent or 
more of all homicides in specific locales. The data on nonlethal 
intrafamily violence are less reliable· because the extent of under
reporting of such incidents to police or other authorities, while 
thought to be large, is not known. In one study of applicants for 
divorce, 23 percent of middle-class couples and 40 percent of wor~ng
class couples studied gave "physical abuse" as a major complaint. 
Another study, which used an in-depth interview technique, showed that 
54 percent of the c~uples studied had used physical force on each 
other at some time. The incidence of child abuse has recently 

1. Straus, M. A.; Gelles, R. J.; Steinmetz, S. K. Viole~ l:!!. the 
family: ~ assessm~~ of knowledge and research needs. Paper pre
sented at a conference of the American Association for the Advancement 
Qf Science, Boston, February 23, 1976, 51 pp. 

2. Levinger, G. "Sources of marital dissatisfaction among applicants 
for divorce." American Journal of Orthopsychiatry 36:803-807, October 
1966. 

3. Gelles, R. J. The violent home: ~ study of physical aggression 
between husbands and~. Beverley Hills, Calif.: Sage Publications, 
1972. 230 pp. 
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become the subject of a number of studies, including a major one 
funded by the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect. Estimates 
from completed s~udies have ranged from 200,000 to over 3,000,000 per 
year in the U.S. 

There is a considerable body of evidence, both empirical and 
clinical, that child abuse and spouse abuse are often intimately 
related. In one study of battered wives, 29 percent had been exposed 
as children to family violence; 51 pes-cent of the husbands in the 
same series had a similar background. A number of researchers 
have noted a generational cycle of child abuse and neglect, whereby 
children who have been abused grow up to abuse their own children. 
In families where violence between husband and wife is common, the 
children are often in danger. This may be especially likely where 
violence is associated with heavy drinking or alcoholism. Child abuse 
may, also be a causal factor in wife beating: a woman from an abusive 
home background may flee into a marriage with a potentially violent 
husband; moreover, once there, she may accept violence as her lot in 
life. 

It is not clear what changes will be necessary to bring about 
a broad reduction in the level of intrafamily violence. While the 
achievement of sexual equality may bring about changes in soci~ty 
and in family structure and dynamics which reduce the incidence 
of family violence in the long run, in the short run it may actually 
increase it by intensifying husband-wife power conflict. On another 
level, increased reporting of child abuse and a willingness on the 
part of battered women to identify themselves as such may bring more 
violent families into treatment. The recent trend toward the establish
ment of shelters or refuges for wives and children is an encouraging 
sign; for many women, escape would not be possible without them. 

The following citations, abstracts, and research project descrip
tions indicate the many aspects of family violence and child abuse now 
being studied. This information was selected from the data bases of 
the following organizations: National Center on Child Abuse and 
Neglect; American Psychological Association; Educational Resources 
InformcLtion Center; Law Enforcement Assistance Administration; National 
Clearinghouse for Mental Health Information; and Sociological Ab strac ts, 
InC'.. hbstracts from a bibliography produced by the Center for Advanced 

4. Zalba, S. R. "The abused child: 1. A survey of the problem." 
Social Work 66:3-16, 1966; and Gil, D. G.; Noble, J. H. IIpublic 
knowledge, attitudes, and opinions about physical child abuse in the 
U.S." Child Welfare 47(7):395-401,426, July 1969. 

5. Gayford, J. J. "Battered wives. A. Research on battered 
wives. 1I Royal Society of Health Journal 95(6):288-289, 1975. 
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Studies in Human Services, University of Wisconsin, were also used. 6 

Duplicate abstracts of items included in more than one source have 
been eliminated. These materials were assembled in the hope that their 
dissemination will contribute to a broader understanding of child 
abuse and family violence and will stimulate further research • 

6. McShone, C. Annotated bibliograph~ ~~ battering. Milwaukee, 
Wis.: Center for Advanced Studies in Human Services, Midwest Parent 
Child Welfare Resource Center, School of Social Welfare, University of 
Wisconsin, July 1977. 
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It is now apparent from the research we are doing and our treat
ment projects that the injury of spouses (predominately women) and the 
injury of children are somewhat overlapping syndromes. Indeed, we can 
now document: at least partially. their relationship. Of the validated 
cases of officially reported child abuse and neglect from 25 states 
analyzed by the American Humane Association, the child protective 
investigation revealed that ~ spouse ~ also assaulted in almost 1& 
percent ~ the~, though not necessarily in the same incident. 

I should caution that these data should in no way be interpreted 
to indicate the incidence of spouse abuse, nor should it be taken 
to establish a causal relationship between spouse abuse and child 
abuse. Nevertheless, the data do suggest some issues needing 
~urther research. While males are the child abuse perpetrators in 
only 40 percent of all officially reported child abuse and neglect 
cases, males are 70 percent of the child abuse perpetrators in cases 
where there is also an incident of spouse abuse. In these cases it 
appears that the violence of the male is directed at all members of 
the family. (Many of our treatment demonstration projects report that 
children are often the accidental victims of intended spouse abuse or 
that a number of wives -- as they are being attacked by their husbands 
-- pick up their child as a shield from the attack.) Our data also 
indicate that in the other 30 percent of officially reported cases, in 
the same household in which the male is assaulting the mother, the 
mother is assaulting the children. We are not yet able to say whether 
or not the mother's abusive behavior is part of a chain reaction, as 
some researchers have suggested. 

Although it will be difficult to say a great deal more about 
these families until our data become more refined, it does appear 
that, while cases in which there is spouse abuse as well as child 
abuse (or neglect) were demographically similar to the rest of the 
reported cases, they were given almost four times as many services. 
Thus, although these data are tentative, they do strongly suggest that 
there is a subgroup of child abuse cases in which there is an environ
ment of family violence that can be identified and that these cases 
require an unusually high degree of services. 

In any event, in part -- but I should emphasize that only in part 
-- we seem to have overlapping syndromes of child maltreatment and 
spouse abuse. The child abuse field seems to be recognizing this 
relationship. For example, in September of 1977, the New Jersey 
Division of Youth and Family Services sponsored a conference entitled 
"Violence in the Family." Although the Division is the State's child 
protective agency, it broadened the focus of the conference to inc1ude 
wife (and husband) battering and rape, in addition to child abuse. 
Two themes ran through the Conference's presentatio~s: first, that 
the dynamics of the various forms of abuse within families were 
interrelated; and second, that the agencies providing services to such 
families must broaden their approach to look for patterns of iutrafam
ilial violence against both children and adults. Similarly, as an 
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unforeseen component of their family-oriented services to abused 
and neglected children, all of the 20 NCCAN Demonstration Treat
ment Centers provide some services which either directly or in
directly assist abused spouses. For example: 

Our San Diego project amended its intake policy eight months ago 
to accept referrals of spouse abuse in families with small 
children. It did so because staff had found that there was a 
significant incidence of children being hurt Itaccidentallylt in 
situations when the spouse was the target of the assault. In 
addition, the project had discovered a clear pattern of childhood 
histories involving intrafamilial violence in cases of spouse 
abuse, as well as battering. That is, they found that the 
perpetrator or the victim had experienced violence either as 
victims or as witnesses in his/her own childhood. I should 
mention that in taking family histories, the project found the 
same patterns in spouse cases that we find in classical battered 
child cases, that is: isolation, situational stress, childhood 
histories of abuse, and poor impulse control. It is the pro
ject's conclusion that, in many cases of family violence, the 
victim is the family member who happens to be available. 

Our Honolulu project has established an emergency shelter which 
is used exclusively to provide safe lodging to abused spouses 
and their children. A high percentage of the people served 
by this refuge are military families. The objectives of the 
project are: (1) to provide parents with children a temporary 
safe respite until the conflict between the parents can be 
resolved; (2) to assist families through periods of crisis 
with coordinated social services, and (3) to help women in 
their efforts to develop independent living situations or, when 
they desire it, to help women return to their husbands. In 
1977, the project provided room and board and information and 
referral assistance to over 200 families. Families usually 
stay for a few days t'o as long as two weeks. During this time, 
th~ shelter provides~assistance in obtaining medical services, 
food, clothing, financial assistance (if needed), and permanent 
shelter (if desired). Eligibility to enter the shelter is not 
restricted by income or marital status; any parent and child 
involved in actual or potential abuse is welcome. 

Our project in Toppenish, Washingt.on, operated by the Yakima 
Indian Nation, also provides emergency shelter to abused spouses 
and works with families to reduce the incidence of abuse. 
Located in a large turn-of-the-century house, the project provides 
nursery/day care/emergency shelter facilities 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week for tribal members who need help. Wives fre
quently bring their children in the middle of the night seeking 
temporary shelter while tempers are cooled and issues are re
solved. Thus, the project has provided a haven from further 
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family conflict, where the wife and children can be relieved 
of an atmosphere of fear and can be protected. 

Parents Anonymous reports that in almost everyone its over 750 
chapters, there are mothers who are victims of spouse abuse. 
(Similar to our other treatment projects, Parents Anonymous 
reports that in some instances child abuse is a matter of physical 
proximity, that is, that the child receives the abuse that was 
intended for the spouse.) A number of chapters are attempting 
to deal with the special issues of spouse abuse by holding 
separate weekly meetings for battered spouses, in addition to 
regular chapter meetings. ~~ny mothers in thes~ groups are 
concerned about the traumatic effects on children of witnessing 
assaults and other abusive behavior between parents. They 
recognize that many children experience guilt for the spouse 
abuse, feeling somehow responsible for it. They also recognize 
that spouse abuse creates a bad role model for children; they 
sense that some boys develop patterns of violence toward females 
and that some girls develop an expectation of attack and exploita
tion by males, thus hurting their chances for healthy relations 
with members of the opposite sex in adult years. As a result of 
numerous requests; the national office of Parents Anonymous is 
now considering the development of specific self-help programs 
for the victims of s~ouse abuse. 

Our Philadelphia Project provides psychiatric counseling to 
abused spouses and integrates its efforts with the Women-In
Transition Center, a local program designed especially for 
abused spouses. 

Two Chicago projects coordinate community services such as 
legal aid to the abused spouse, couples counseling when appro
priate, and emergency shelter (utilizing the Salvation Army) 
when needed. 

Moreover, a number of the NCCAN projects, although they do 
not have an inhouse capability to provide emergency shelter, 
arrange for families to be accept~d by such shelters and often 
provide transportation to them. 

NCCAN demonstratiotl efforts are showing that successful pre
vention, identification, and treatment of child abuse and neglect 
require that services must be available to all members of the family 
unit in need of help and protection. Besides emergency shelters 
for abused spouses, which, like the provision of emergency protection 
for children, must be a first priority, all the NCCAN demonstration 
projects report that one of their most successful interventions 
in cases of both spouse abuse and child maltreatment is in the 
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area of improved socialization. Some examples of the services pro
vided in these situations are: individual and adult counseling, 
couples/family counseling, group counseling/therapy, marital counseling, 
parent aid/lay therapy, Parents Anonymous participation, education 
services, homemaker services, day care, babysitting, and a whole 
range of legal and "advocacy" services for employment, housing, 
and other concrete needs. 

But the mere fact that spouse abuse and child abuse seem to 
be somewhat related problems should not lead to the assumption that 
they necessarily should be treated together or in the same way. 
For example, in child abuse cases the victim need not seek protection 
on his or her own, and properly so. We have devised a system in 
which third parties, primarily concerned professionals and friends, 
can take child protective action. In cases of spouse abuse, how
ever, it is the victim, usually the abused woman, who must seek 
out help for herself -- against many odds. 

In an article soon to appear, Dr. Frank Schneiger, Director 
of the NCCAN Region II Resource Project, has raised the following 
germane questions: 

If our intention is to shift in the direction of an approach 
based on family dynamics to deal with familial violence, there 
are some hard quest:i,.;,Jns which should be addressed before moving 
hastily ahead. First, are the dynamics of child abuse, wife 
and husband beating, and rape interrelated in ways which lend 
themselves to a common form of intervention, whether extant 
or still on the horizon? The answer to this question will 
require a systematic examination of the research which has 
been done and, in all likelih~~d, the undertaking of a number 
of new studies. If the answer to the above question is "yes," 
then there will be a need to examine the implications of pursuing 
what will have become an important new policy direction. 

Most immediately, any movement toward a systematic family 
violence approach will confront us with a needs-resource problem. 
At present, questions of adequacy or effectiveness aside, there 
is a significant child protective network in this country. 
Having only recently attained visibility, spouse abuse and, to an 
even greater extent, violence among siblings, are problems to 
which there has beeu no substantial institutional response to 
date. Can we assum'e that new funding on a relatively large scale 
will be forthcoming? If not, we should probably begin asking 
who will see themselves as winners and who as losers, since it 
will become necessary to redistribute a limited pie. That 
redistribution will obviously be at the perceived expense 
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of child abuse and neglect agencies, since they currently' 
receive the bulk of the funding. 

To move from political-organizational considerations to pro
grammatic ones, we should ask whether the conceptual joining of 
these problems is likely to affect the nature of the appnlach to 
families in which violence occurs. This question relates to the 
similarities or dissimilarities between the dynamics of child 
abuse and neglect, and violence which occurs between adults. At 
a time when a concerted effort is underway to move away from a 
punitive approach to parents who maltreat their children, one 
must ask whether a similar emphasis on understanding and a 
helping attitude is being advocated (or is appropriate) toward 
those who beat their spouses. Is there a view that violence 
against spouses is essentially a police problem; if so, is it 
likely to affect the handling of child abuse and neglect cases? 
In particular, will it result in both an attitudinal and insti
tutional retrogression to a reliance on punishment? 

We need also to look at the potential benefits of a broadened 
approach. For example, it is quite possible that such an approach 
would not only benefit the attempts to deal more effectively with 
adult abuse, but would also shed some light on the efficacy of 
the interventions which are currently used in child abuse and 
neglect cases. 

Finally, the search for linkages is unlikely to end with a 
discussion of the intrafe.milial dynamics of violence. It will 
almost certainly be extended to a systematic eX"'i,nination of the 
social causation of all forms of family violence. For example, 
what role do joblessness and underemployment play in the physical 
abuse of family members? This expanded view will almost certainly 
bring us closer to a real test of the national commitment to 
address basic social problems affecting families. 

Ultimately, then, we must develop an approach to the prevention 
of domestic violence which lowers the level of violence and aggression 
against all family members before family life deteriorates to unre
mediable breakdown beyond the reach of any number of social agencies. 
But in the meantime, we need to address the immediate needs of 
battered spouses. Unfortunately, in many communities, the unrespon
siveness of community human service agencies toward the victims of 
spousal battering seems to be as great as it used to be toward the 
victim of child abuse. Hence, a first priority toward the goal of 
aiding battered spouses must be to develop public awareness and 
support for their protection by convincing the public that spouse 
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abuse is a critical problem. A second priority must be the de-· 
velopment of protective measures, especially shelters. But in 
the long run, any effort to deal with spouse abuse, like efforts 
to deal with child abuse, must entail a comprehensive approach to 
all of the pressing needs of its victims. These needs include 
the need for legal protection, permanent safe shelter, emotional 
and financial support, and concrete help ("advocacy") in seeking 
housing, employment, and, when necessary, a new life • 
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NATIONAL CENTER ON CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT 

CD·QOOSl 
City Univ. or No:w York, N.Y. Graduate Center. 
The PreY~fition of Family Violence: Dilemmas of Com
munity Intervention. 
Bard, ~l.; Zacker, J. 
Journal of Marn"age and tht! Family 33(4):677~82, 1974. 

Efforts to prevent intrafamillal violence (which accounts 
for between 3S and. 50 percent of all homicides) ha.ve been 
thwarted by the absence of effectiv~ intervention programs. 
Lower class famille~. for whom intrafamilial violence 
presents the greatest problem, will generally not seek out a 
social agency for long-term tre:ltment of their difficulties; 
they tend inste:ld to wait until a violent situation :uises :lnd 
Clll the police. The police, limited by civil libertari:ln 
considerations and lack of relevant training, Clnnot gener
ally offer the kind of preventive measures th:lt are desired. 
Police cannot arrest an individld mo:rely because they 
sus'pect that intrafamili:ll vicIcnce wiU eventually occur, and 
they are seldom tr:Jlm::d to mediate f:nnily disputes without 
causing furthil.: friction. The result is that many foreseeable 
homicid~$ and assault."i are not prevented and many 
inter/ening police officers are needlessly injured. A program 
in whicn 18 police officers sen'ing an inner .city receiv~d 
speci:::1 training from :1 university psycholOgical c::.:nter In 

mediating family disputes resulted, during :1 22 month 
Period, in 1,338 interventions involving 96~ families (II 

control uuit made 492 interventions during the same 
period). ~.;o homicid<!s occurred among the 962 fami!ies nor 
were any of the spo.:cially trained officers :lSS3ulted despite 
the high statistical probability of injury. The special unit 
seemed well received by the community. In one case, unit 
offic::s were called on several occasions by a woman whose 
estranged husband was jealous of her dating other men; the 
man had thre:ltened and assaulted both the wife and a 
daughter during family arguments. The unit persuaded the 
WOm.l:l to obtain a protective order (or herself and her 
children but had no justification for detaining the husband. 
The husband subsequently killed a man he suspected of 
being his wife's lover. 15 references. 

CD-00360 
Westmir.ster Hospit:d, London (England). Dept. of Psychi::L
try. 
Wife B01ttering: A Preliminary Survey of 100 Ys=' 
Gay ford , 1.1. 
BriliJh M~dk.:zl Journal 1(5951):194-197, 1anuary 2S, 
1975. 

A S'UrlIcy of 100 battered w\ve:s i:I presented. AU subjtl:ts 
h.:1d bruisirig. and in 44 thi! w.1S :::.sscciated with lacer.t.tions; 
36 ·suffered fractured bones. Violence was prominent in the 
lilitories of both partn1:;:; of the m:1rriage, and drunkene~ 
~d: previous imprisonment were common among the 
12usbomds.· The edut:ltional background of the women was 
varied and included 27 with ~mm;tr or private school 
educ:l.tion, 32 with some kind of certific:::J.te, and 30 who 
went on to further eduC3tion after leaving school. In most 
cues the violence was repeatedly inflicted. In S4 C3.S.e~ the 
women'ch:1rged th:lt the husband had extended the ,'ioleno: 
to the children, and 37 mother! admitted that they were 
discha.rging frustration on their offspring. Ther: 11 ~ need 
(or a plac: of s:ulctuary where a woman Cln take her 
c.lilld.ren when violence gets out of control. 9 refereno:s. 
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CD·Q0353 
Rhode lsl:md UniY., IGngston. Dept. of Sociology. 
Toward an Integr.1ted Theory of IntraCamily Vi~lence:-
Gelles, R. J.; Straus, M. A. • 
Rhode Island Un.iv., Kingston. Dept. 01 Sociology. .23 pp., 
September 24,i974.-

Thirteen theories of interpersonal violence are reviewed, 
and the proposal is advanced that violence betwe:n famUy 
members is a special QSe of violeno: which req'.lhs its own 
theoretical explanation due to the extent of i" trafamily 
viot.mce and the special and unique characteristica of the 
family as a social group and institution. A theory of family 
violence has begun to be developed by integrating theorie~ 
of interpersonal violence with empirical knowledge about 
the family. A matrix of theories of violence and the major 
concepts used in these theories is presented, and projected 
steps toward developing an integrated theory of f.lmily 
violence are explained. 65 refer:no::s. 

CD.Q{)381 
Columbia UniY., New Yori .. .., N.Y. Dept. of Sociology. 
Force ann Violence in the Family. 
Goode, W.J. 
Journal Of Marriage and the Family 33(1):624-636 Febru-
ary 1971.. ' 

Force and the threat of force, despite their genet:ll 
disrepute in society, play an integral role in the fUnctioning 
of all social systems including the family. Under most 
Qrcumstances, the family is governed by patterns of custom 
and tradition motivated by a sense of fair exchange 
between family members. When a family member rejects 
these patterns, the threat of force either by another family 
member or an outside agency is ever present and under
stood. Force also holds a fundamental position in the 
socialization of children. They learn to recognize that force 
is a quick, effective means of control, which, however, 
tends to produce general anxiety. In one form or other, 
for,;: has been indispensible to child rearing. On the other 
hand, harsh p'unishment is more often employed by lower 
class families and others who lack social resources and 
correlates with a number of traits, m:lnY of them unde
sirable. A.s long as a sense of fair ex.ch:mge prevails among 
the family members, and other resources, notably money, 
prestige, and love ex.ist to rectify any imbaIances, a general 
sense of harmony can be maintained. However, when a 
family memcer feels injustice, the conflict that ensues may 
well lead to violence. Such a conflict cannot bc= readily 
terminated, since the cost of sacrificing position within an 
intimate rel:ltionship is great and there is no eSc::lpe from 
the relationship itself. Opportunities for police accommoda
tion or substitute sources of gratification are not readily 
available in the family relationship. Furthermore, the 
restraint of violence :!s opposed to its initiation is not well 
socialized. Child abuse represents a subset of these dy
namics. Abusers typically ate people who were tre:lteo 
harshly as children ;md consequently expect an inordinate 
amount of love and obedience from their own children. 
When this is not forthcoming, no alternative resources exist 
for either ameliorating or terminating the conilict. Eventu

,'lUI', the use of force, unSltisfactory though it is, becomes 
the only answer. 1.7 refcrences. 
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CD-00437 
urrc:ulrrn: Qinic:, Moseley (E,ngland). 
Violence: A Clinical Viewpoint. 
Harrington, J. A. 
British Medical Joumal I :228-231, January 22, 1972. 

A review briefly covers various psychological, psychody
namic, personality, and biologi~l th:ories on the n~u:1re. of 
violent behavior and neurophYSlologlf::ll, group, ar .... muta
tive factors involved in the expression of violence. A 
discussion of violence toward children and babies includes 
brief descriptions of the child likely to be battered 
(premature hypersensitive or colicky, and unresponsive 
cltildren, 5' years old or less) and of the parents likely to 
batter (fathers with crime or poor work records, and 
mothers between ·20-30 ye.',l'S old, with unresolved depen
denc), needs, a strong tendency to morbid jealol!:<Y, or a 
history of being beaten themselves). 11 references. 

CD·00637 . 
National Inst. of Mental Health (DHEW), Rockville, Md. 
Violence at Home: A Review of the Literature. 

Lystad, M. H. 3' S A '1 
American Joumal of Ortl!opsychiarry 45(3):3.28· .. , pn 
1975. 

Litl.:ature on violence in the home is reviewed, and ~t is 
concluded that a comprehensive theory must take llltO 
account factors at the psychological, social, and. cultural 
levels, placing individual functioning :-vithin the SOCial p..~~p 
a.'1d within the cultur:ll norms by which the group opera\",s. 
Violence at home occurs when social needs and expec~a
tions of the indhidual are unsupported by either the famlly 
Of by other social institutions, and when such a mode of 
expression seems eminently available and l~gitimate t? the 
individual. A special section devoted to child abuse glves a 
compact review of this subject. 162 references. 

CD·00642 
Legllcy of Battering. 
MacL~od, C. 
Nation 719-722, June 8,1974. 

Many aspects of ch\ld abuse and its treatment are covered 
in this wide mnging article, including the familiar charac· 
tcristi~ of the abuser and the team approach to the 
disorder. Parents Anonymou$ has been successful in dealing 
with many patients, and there are now 110 chapters 
throughout the country. Children's Abu<r. Listening Media
tion in Santa Barbara, California, has also been effective. 
~t:my writers have point~d O\,~t the influence of childhood 
abuse on the develap.ment of the violent adult personality. 

CD·00967 
Delaware Univ., New.uk. 
Violence in the Family. 
Steinmetz, S. K.; Straus, M. !~. • 

New York, Dodd, ],fcad am:l'::o., 337 pp •• 1974. 

A collection of 38 papers explores several aspects of 
faInililll violence. An overview of the subject is followed by 
sections' on violence between spouses and kin, violent 
parents (child abuse), and the influence of familial violence 
on societal violence. Each section describes the nature and 
extent of the violence, theories of causation, legal aspects, 
and possible methods of control. Articles comprise several 
types including research reports, reviews, and personal 
speculation. 
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CD-00968 
Delaware Univ., Newark. 
Violent Parents. Part Three. 
Steinmetz, S. K.; Straus, M. A. 
In: Steinmetz, S. K.; Straus, M. A. (Editor3). Violence in 
the Family. New York, Dodd, Mead, and Co., pp. 141·147, 
1974. 

The notion that child abuse has its roots in normal or 
ordinary physical pUI'.ishment is advanced. The entire 
history of the American people h~ b~en characterized by a 
propensity to usc: violence to achieve national and personal 
goals. In the interest of reducing the level of viol.:nce, we 
should develop both informal and legal prohibitions of 
physic:lI punishmept and replace the use of physical fOT'e 
in child rearing with nonviolent, constructive mcr.les of 
parental influence. A beginning has been made in the 
enactment of antipoverty and child protection legislation 
of the past decade, but the fundamental problem of the 
legality of physical punishment is not cover~d in. these la.WS. 

While the law can exert important influences on social 
pattems, it is ineffective if it is too far ahead of the 
population. 14 references. 

CD-00969 
Intra,C.lmUy Violence. 1. General Introduction: Social Myth 
and Social Sy:;tem in the Study of Intra·family Violence. 
Steinmetz, S. K.; Straus, M. A. 
In: Steinmetz, S. K.; Straus, M. A. (Editors). Violence in 
the Family. New York, Dodd, Mead and CQ. pp. 3-25, 
1974. 

Common notions about violence in the family remain 
permeated by myth and stereotype. Society holds as its 
ideal a family govemed by love and gentleness and yet 
surveys indic3te that most people approve and USe violence: 
in the family, and that the: family is a pr~cip:ll source of 

criminal violer.ce.· To' understand the phenomenon of 
faiailial violence, it is necessary to reject certain myths. The 
fLrst is the consensus view of society, which sees all conflict 
as a deviation from the norm and hence an abnormality; 
conflict must be seen as an integral part of the social 
process. Myths of causation must also be discarded because 
despite their kemel of truth, most are oversimplifications. 
While it is true, for example, that mixed evidence may 
indeed show that greater violence exists in lower class 
families than middle class families it must not be assum':d 
that the lower c12.sses represent a culture of violence to be 
contrasted with a middle class culture of repression. Rather, 
one must look to· factors !lJch as the lower class individual's 
lack of altemate resources and higher degree of frustration. 
Similarly. violence in the family may well be linked to the 
family's role as the main arena for sexual contact. Never
theless, the relation between sex and violence may be 
influenced by such diverse factors as biological drives, 
general societal attitudes repressing both sex and violence, 
and antagonisms arising from the definitions of sex roles. 
The least reliable of the common myths is the catharsis 
theory, which states that the expression of approved forms 
of violence prevents the occurrence of more tragic forms. 
This theory persists despite persuasive empirical and theo· 
retical arguments to the contrary. Violence must be seen as 
arising from a combination of interacting individual, 
familial, and societal variables, and precipitating circum
stances, including the intense nature of the family relation· 
wo. Scientific research must be conducted to delineate the 
caUSes and consequences of familial violence. 44 references. 
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CD·00978 
Cuitur:11 and SOl:ial Organi1.3tion:J.I Inftuenl:es on Violence 
Between Family Members. 
Straus, ~L A. 
Mental Hygiene Institute Conference on Sex, Marriage and 
the Family, Montreal, 23 pp., November 30, 1972. 

• 

Violence, defined as the use of physiQl force, is so 
widespr~:!d among Ameri~:m families ~s to be neo,rly 
universal. In fact, it is likely that a majority of all violence 
occurring within American society occurs between family 
members. Thus, familial violence must be cunsidered :J.S a 
result of cultur:11 norms and values and sodal Qrganization 
as well as more frequently considered psychologic:J.l in
fluences. Desplte the fact th:lt family peacefulrtess and love 
are held ~~ cultural values, most Americ3ns consider 
violence as an ine\;table and even desirable fact of society. 
War, violence in law enforcement, violence in entertain
ment, and violence as a sign of manliness seem generally to 
be appro..-ed. Within a family, cultural and o~aniZ;ltional 
innuen~s may combine to enh:J.nce the level oC violence. 
For example, it is a cultural norm that a husband should be 
the leader of a household. Where economic factors deprive' 
him of this role, he is under cultural pressure to a:;,ert his 
'status in other ways-including by violence. The number oC 
children within a family provides an example of social 
organization. L:lfge families tend to exhibit more violence 
than small families particularly within the lower cla.sses. 
This may be d uc to the generally higher level of stress 
generated witl,in a large family and the difficulty of 
applying any me:ms of punishment besides p~ysic::ll ro~ce 
under such conditions. Thus, cultural and SOCIal Org:JnlU

tional factoiS may play a decisive role in determining the 
incidence of familial violence. 24 references. 

CD-Ol183 
Rhode Island Univ., Kingston. Dept. of $'ocioiogy. 
Violence and Pregnancy~ A Note on the Extent of the 
Problem and Needed Services.. 
GeUc:s, R. 1. . 
Famuy Coordinator 81-86, Jartuary 1975. 

The phenomenon of violence toward p~gnant wives is 
common enough to be considered an im'Portant issue. 
Members of 80 families were interviewed by .using :u!1 

unstruc:tured informal procedure. In 55 percent of t!:;:!! 
families at least one incident of conjugal violence was 
d~c:ussed. In 10 of these 44 families, respondents discussed 
inc:idents of 'no1enc: oceurring while the wife was pregnant. 
Five major factoIS are proposed which contribute to 
pregnant wives being assaulted by their husbands: (1) 
sexual fmstration; (2) family transition, streSs, and stnin; 
(3) biochcmic::ll c!tang= in the wife; (4) prenatal child 
abuse; and (5) defenselessness of the wife. The gene13tive 
sources of violence toward a pregnant spouse may be 
similar to the sources of conjugal violence- and child abuse. 
Family counseling and eriuQtionai semces are important 
methods for preventing suc:h conjugal violence. In terms of 
providing family ser-;ic:es and for developing polices of 
inte:ve."'1tian in families whe~ nolence occurs, it is impor
tant to re:llize that the crisis and tnnsitions of parenthood 
begin during the pregnanc,! and not only aIter the child is 
bom_ I 9 t'efe:c~s. 

CD·Ol184 
Rhode·Island Univ., Kingston. Dept. of Sociology. 
The Violent Home. A Study of Physic:u Aggression 
Between Husbands and WivC$. 
Gelles, R. J. 
Sage Library of Social Research, Volume 13, Beverly HilIs, 
·Calif .• Sage Publications, Inc., 230 pp., 1972_ 

A discussion coven the social meaning of physic:1l aggre" 
sian between husbands and wives; the locus of these event:, 
in time and space; the way the family serves as a training 
ground for violent behavior; and the role structure of 
individual families. Statistics are cited which demonstrate 
the extent of intrafamily violence. In 25 to 30 perc\~ta of 
all homicides, both the victim and the offender were 
memben of the same family. Familial assaults constitute 20 
to 25 percent of all aggravated 3Ssault. Child abuse is cited 
as another frightening consequence of intrafamily violence, 
with an estimated 60,000 occurrences per ye!U' in the U.S. 
The causes. incidence, and types of physical violence used 
by spou"es on each other were determinerl through inter
views with 80 subjects. Descriptive data concerning the 
nature and extent of violence between family members are 
presented, and an 8-fold typology of'violence is developed 
around 3 dimensions of physical violence~ (1) instrument:1l
expressive. (2) legitimate-illegitimate, and (3) victim
prec:ipitated-not-victim.-precipitated. The violent tituation is 
eumined by focusing on temporal patterns, spatial pat· 
terns, and presence or absence of other people. The ',riolent 

family's location in the social structure and the structure of 
the violent family arc analyzed. Finally, a unified theoreti
cal model of intra family violence is presented. 148 refer
ences. 

CD-01l86 
London Univ. (Eng,land). [nst. of Psychiatt1". 
Violenc~' in lite F:lmily. 
GfubctiS'., T.C.N. 
Ml!dicIJ-Lega/ Journal 43(Part 3):76-88, 1975. 

The problj:m of violence in the family is examined. 
Vioh:nce in the family unit is a complex problem involving 
OVerUp between many (acton. It is difficult to distinguish 
betwl:en causal factors in those C3Ses serious enougl'l to 
rdch the courts and those which arc not. The characteris
tics of abusive pa~nts and their children are explored at 
kngth. The p:ucnts, particularly the fathers, had experi
enc:ed :wuse in their own childhoods. The children were 
youtlg~r t~n others admitted as emergencies, had lower 
birth weights, and m;ukedly slower physic:ni and ment:ll 
development compared with other children. The: battered 
children werre less wa.~eful at night, less lively and more 
I3tiguea 'in the day; their mothers compl:lmed of ~c:ssive 
C!ingillg and whining behavior. In fathers, alcohol plays a 
major part in wife beating. but little in baby battering. In 
wome'n who kill their husbands, drugs play an impom.nt 
part, particularly' the paradoxical effects of antidepressants 
and tr:.tnquilizers. Psychiotric hypotheses regarding the 
ori:;ins of fomily violence are considered, and the role. of 
the socioi class is also explored. The problem o( preventlon 
and treatment is also examined, surveying the roles of the 
courts, police, doctors. <1nd health visitor:;. A brie! disc. us
sion by memben of the Medlco-Legni Society reg<1ftilng, 
p:U'ticu!ar :1Spet.:t5 of family violence is appended. 
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CD·012S0 
National Soch:ty for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, 
London (En&land). 
The Yo·Yo Syndr;)me: A Matter for Interdisciplin3ry 
Concern. 
Moore, J. G. 
Medicine, Science, and lire Law IS( 4):23';'136, 1975. 

The effects of violent domestic situations on children are 
examined. Such families 3re not easy to help; the parents; 
are sep:uated by the police during a violent confrontation! 
only to reunite a few days or weeks later, beginning the 
process again. Such a pattern of frequent splits ~?d 
reconciliations is termed the yo·yo syndrome. The famihes 
are distinguished by the intemctive quality of violence and 
restlessness, and by tha extremes of violence. The effect 
upon the children is divided into four categories: (1) turned 
against self, (2) sc~ool problems, (~) scapegoat~ng, a~d (~) 
pawns. Children turned against seI! express their tension Ul 

physical symptoms or in some way try to absorb. the 
family's aggression. Those who become school problems 
exhibit poor attendance lnd varying degrees of antisocial or 
attention-seeking behavior. In scapegoating, children most 
favored by one parent are rejected by the other and are 
either physically or verbally attacked. As pawns, :he 
children are perceived as irrelevant to the central conflict, 
and are used as weapons in the marital war. The parents 
tend to be inadequate individuals who have considerable 
feelings of low m...,rale. The violence is symptomatic of 
acute fear and panic. Efforts to establish specialized yo-yo 
training units to accumulate knowledge about the psycho
pathology of these p3rents and to develop meth?ds tha~ are 
effective with those families are encouraged. It IS espec1311y 
important to develop new skills to help the children 
concerned. 4 references. 

CR·Q0127 

CD-Q13i7 
New li:lmpsrure Univ., Durham. Dept. of Sociology .. 
Theories, Methods. :lnd Controversies in the Study of 
Violence Between Family Members. 
Strauss, M. A.; Gelles, R. J.; Steinmetz, S. Ie. 
American Sociological Associ3tion Meeting, 73 pp., June 
1973. 

Violence between family members was investig3ted by 
examining the types, frequency, theory, and controversial 
aspects of family violence •. Violence in. ~e family is. a 
unique and important phenomenon requm~g m~ch SOC1~
logical research. While the fact of family VIolence 15 
obvious, family nonviolence is perpetuated as a myth. 
Consideration is given to what constitutes legitimate and 
illegitimate violence in the family, dividing these two forms 
along the dimensions of expressive and instrumental 
violence. Estimates of the prevalence of family violence 
wdic:tte that it results in more police calls than all criminal 
incidents. In fact, police calls represent only the most 
glarina cases, and many cases go unreported. National 
suryeys not only confirm the widespre~ existence of 
family violence, but confirm th:tt many persons condone 
violence in the family. Children mimic the beh:tvior of their 
parents, and the pattern of violence is perpetuated. Con
sideration is given to intraindividual, sociopsychological, 
and sociocultural theories of violence. The legitimacy of 
violence is used to distinguish between the various theories. 
The present state of theoretical knowledge concerning the 
cause of intraf:tmilial violence offers a rich but confusing 
variety. Both intensive empirical rese:uch and careful 
theoretical synthesis are ul1!ently needed to bring order to 
this array. 100 references. 

New H:unpshire Univ .• Durham. Dept. of Sociology. 
DUrham, NH 038~';' 

Physical Violence in American F3milies. 
Straus, M. A.; Gelles, R. J.; Steinmetz, S. K. 
JuI 7S-Sep 78 . 
National Inst. of Mental Health (DHEW), Rockville, Md. 
Research Purpose: To (1) place the study of child abuse 
witltin the context of all uses of physical violellce within 
the family; (2) te'i~ the subje.:;tive meaning of acts of 
violence to those b,'olved; and (3) test certain theories 
about the etiology of intrafamily violence. 
R~earch Methodolo\IT: All fom,s of violence within the 
family are being studied. Data a:e being gathered on the 
frequency and modality of violence. A natonal sample of 
approximately 20500 families has been interviewed. 
Comparisons will be drawn between t'amilies which use a 
high level of violence and those which do not, particularly 
as it affects the children in these families. 
Rese:uch Results: The study is still in preliminary stages. 
Publications: (1) Gelles, R. J. "The Violent Home: A Study 
of Physical Aggression Between Husbands and Wives." 
Beverly Hills, Calif., Sage Publications, 1974. 
(2) Steinmetz, S. K.; Straus, M. A. (Editors). "Violence in 
the Family." New York, Harper and Row, 1974. 
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CD-01419 

Iti Violence in the Pamily. 
lau Borland, H. 
Iso Atlantic Highlands, N.J., Humanities Press, Inc., 
Ipa 1IJO pp., 
Ida 1976. 

" 

' . 

lab In a multidisciplinary examination of child abuse and other forms of 
intratahdly violence, a psych!a trist discusses the kinds of. people who are 
likely to vent their frustrations on children and their nn(lerlyinq motiveSi 
a sociologist examines societal attitudes toward violence; a 
pe~iatrician points out the clinical signs and symptoms of physical 
abuse in children; a treatment team leader explains the role of h~s 
voluntary agency in abuse cases; a la~yer presents the legal position of 
battered children; a chief of polic~ explains the police point of view; 
and a social worker expands upon tho obstacles facing more productive 
interagency cooperation. Numorous references. 
lis interdisciplinury approach; violence; etiology; multidisciplinary 
teams; childrens rights; interagency cooperation; police role; 
diagnoses; social attitudes 
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CD·01424 
lad Leicester Univ. (England). Dept~ of Psychiatry. 
Iti Physical Violence in the Family: An Overview. 
lao Brandon, S .. 
ISO In: norland, K. (Editor.) ... Violence in t~e pamily. Atlantic 
Highlands, N.J., Humanities Press, Inc., 
Ipa pp. 1-25, 
Ida 1976. 
lab Violence within the family is a relatively common occur~ence, and 
child abuse is a significant component of inu:afamilial violence. 
Extreme violence and death more often involve the father or male custodian 
of the child than the mother, although any assault, even a ~inor 
one, on a child may be fatal. Mother.s who intentionally kill their 
chil~ren are often depressed and commit suicide after killing· their 
children as a type of extended suicide. These situations 
represent only the extremes and many' parents who abuse their children 
are normal people ~ho are una hie to cope. One of the most common 
types of abusive parents seen is the young woman who was deprived 
of love ano parental approval as a child, or perhaps vas maltreated 
herself. such parents have a craving for affection and yet little 
ca pa cil:y for love. The mothers oft.en have unrealistic expecta tions 
for the child and cannot cope with his shortcomings. Many types of 
abusive pa1:ents and sitnations are described, as are other types 
of famili~l violence. qO references. 
/is violencei abusive parents; family relations; precipitating factors; 
suicide; maternal behavior 
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CD·OISS3 

la~ Wisconsin Univ., Madison. 
Iti Social Class and Cot' pot'al Punishment in Childt'earing: A Reassessment. 
lau Et'langer, II. S. 
Ijt American Sociological Review 
Ipa 39 (1) :60-85, 
Ida February 1974. 

" 

lab Interpretations of numerous studies on corporal punishment and social class 
performed since 1932 have indicated a strong link between the working classes and 
the use of corporal punishment. Evidence indicates that this link, at best, is 
tenuous; there are data showing that those in the middle class and those with higher 
education have a greater teIldency to approve and use corporal punishment. A review 
of earlie~ studies reveals some discrepancy in the results. Comparisons between 
the studies are difficult since some questioned adults about their treatment as 
children; some questioned the adults about treatment of their own children; ana some 
asked both. In one study the social class of the group was simply assl~med without 
identifying the gt'oup analytically. certain factors were not corrected in the studies, 
such as the ci~cumstances under which the child might be punished and at what age corporal 
punishment would be acceptable. There at'e also problems in population sampling 
and the nature of the indicators.. Working class authoritarianism, the tendency 
toward physical violence, the relationship to child abuse, a subculture of violence, 
and othee qualifying factors are discussed as tlley relate to corporal punishment ana 
class .. 
lis corporal punishment; social class; social values; violence; child rearing; parents 
attitudes 
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CD-01557 

lad Nev Hampshire Univ*, Durham. 
/ti Toward a General stress Theory of Intra-Pamily Violence. 
/ou Farrington, K. 
ISO National Council on Family Relations Annual Heeting, Salt 
Lake City, utah, 
Ipa 119 pp., 
Ida AU9ust 1, 1975. 
/ab A general stress framework consists of (1) the stress 
stimul us; (2) objective demand; (3) subjective demand; 
(4) response capabilities; (5) choice of response; and 
(6) stress level. These variables can be applied to 
intra-tamily violence including instances of child abuse. 
The greater the number and intensity of stress stimuli 
encountered by an individual or family, the greater the 
demands with which that individual or family will have to 
deal. purthermore, the greater the demands facing an 
individual or family, the greater the likelihood that some 
response will have to be made in attempt at mastery. When 
tewer resources are available, the likelihood of use of 
violence, especia Ily if it is cuI tura 11y or socially sanctioned 
will increase. These and 15 other related propositions 
demonstrate that child abuse can be the result of different 
stress perceptions. It can be an assertive response directed 
at the cause 0::" a certain problem, or it can be a reaction to 
frustra tion. The incidence of both of thE:!se Cd tegories of 
violence 1ncreases as one moves down the ladder of socioeconomic 
status. 40 references. 
lis stress; violencei parents reactions; frustration; 
socioeconomic status; cultural values; stimulus behaviori 
family problems 
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CD-01567 

/ad Vestern Kichigan Univ., Kalamazoo. School of Social York. 
/ti Recent Pindings Related to Vife Abuse. 
/au Plynn{f J. P. 
/jt Social Casework 
/pa 58 (1) : 13-20, 
/da January 1971. 
/ab A 2-month research project on spouse assault condncted in 
Kalamazoo, Hichigan, in 1915 is summari:zed. The data collcl::ted 
indicate that the primary problem is wife abuse. The fe~ previous 
studies covering vife abuse are outlined. The available- literature 
on child abuse, alcoholism, marriage and family, violerice, homicide, 
criminal assault, and gun control is reviewed. Pifty-four professional 
persons from 52 community agencies were interviewed; 19 cases 
of sponse abuse w'cre identified. An additional 14 victims "ere 
in~erviewed face-ta-face for a total of 33 victi~s. Data collection 
instruments included (1) a form on which agency identifying data, 
service in~ormation, and ~ncidence estimates ~ere recorded; (2) 
an interview guide to obtain general impr.essions from professionals; 
and (3) an interview 9uide used to obtain infor~ation rogarding a 
particular person or family. No assaulters were intervie~ea. Ten 
percent of the iamilies in the catchment area are estimated to have 
experienced some form of conjngal violence.. Kite beating seems 
to occur at all socioeconomic, educational. and age levels~ . 
One-third of the professionals an~ victims interviewed reported 
either that victims had Lean abusea as children or that the assaulter 
had been an abused child. Almost all the victims sou9ht help 
from outside sources. Recommendations for further community action 
suggest development of a community task force to determine new 
ways of dealing witla the problem of spouse assault and the establishment 
of a spouse assaul~ reSOULce service. 
/is marital conflicts; violence; community surveys: interviews; 
pa rents background: communi.ty action; sequelae . 
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CO·01597 

ad Rhode Island Univ., Kingston. Dept. of Sociology and Anthropology. 
'ti Famil- Experience and Public Suppoct of the Death Penalty. 
~u Gelles, R. J.; straus, M. A. 
'jt Americal Journal of Orthopsychiatry 
'pa '.5(4):596-613, 
'da July 1915 .. 
~b An integration of data on the characteristics of death penalty 

supporters with data on violence within the family suggests that 
experience with violence in the family~ and the meaning and moral 
evaluation of punishment and violence learned thereby, lead to support 
for the death penalty. Studies of the characteristics of death penalty 
supporters portray them as relatively punitivp and authoritarian. A 
review of research on family violence shows that the more violence 
is present in the family, the more likely is a person reared in that 
context to accept the normalcy and probable occurrence of all types 
of violence. The family is a primary place in which both approval of 
violence and fear of victimization is learned. The greater the fear 
of being a victim of violence, the greater the support for the death 
penalty. The more offenses within the family are punished in proportion 
to the severity of the offense and in relation to the circumstances 
and characteristics of the offender, the more likely is the person 
to believe that all offenses should be dealt with according to the 
principles of retribution tempeted by ~iscretion in relation to the 
circumstances, the offense, and the character of the offender. Because 
punitive child rearing methods al:e associated with the personality 
factors that are associated with support for the death penalty, the 
high level of punitiveness typically experienced by children in the 
family is a part of the explanation for the high level of public support 
for the death penalty. Numerous references. 
lis corporal punishment; violence; family environment; personality 
patterns; research reviews 
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CD·01977 

lad New Hampshire Univ., Durham. Dept. of Sociology. 
Iti A General Systems Theory Approach to a Theory of Violence Between 
Pamily Memberso . 
la u straus, [1. A. 
Ijt social Science Information 
Ipa 12 (3.) :105-125, 
Ida 1973. 
lab General systems theory is used to formulate a theory accounting for 
the presence of violence as a continuing element in the social'interaction 
of the nuclear family. The family is generally seen as a social group 
commi tted to nonviolence between its menlbers. However, a review of 
the relevant theory and empirical evidence indicat.es that intra!.amily· 
violence is almost universal. Family organization, family socioecono~ic 
status, individual personality trilits~ psychopathological. traits. 
occupational roles, precipitating crises, societal opportunities, and 
deprivations ilre variables relevant to family viole:nce. 
The relationships and assumptions implicit in the variables 
form a set of interlinked propositions accounting 
1 .. or sta biliza tion of violenccl in the tamily system. -La beling, S'econdary 
conflict, reinforcement, self-concept formation, and role expectations 
are key aspects in the process. Specific propositions about family 
violence include the following: (1) most violence is either denied or 
not labeled deviant; (2) stereotyped imagery of family violehce is 
learne(l in early chili1ilooll from pareuts, siblings, and olher c:hil(h~en; 
(3) stereotypes of family violence are continually reaffirmed for adults 
and children through ordina~y social interaction; (4) violent persons may 
be. rewarded for. violent acts if these nets produce the dcsiHHl 
re~ults; (5) use of violence, when it is contary to family norms, 
cre~tes conflict over the usc of violence to settle the original 
conflict; and (6) persons labeled us violent may be encouraged to play 
out the role via development of an a9gr~ssive self-concept. The 
utilization of syst~ms theory in research methodology is hriefly 
discussed. 29 references. 
lis systems ilnalysis; t.haori.~si violence; family relations; etiology; 
predictor variables; research methodology; family characteristics 
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cn-1969 
lad Colorado Univ., Denver. Dept. of Psychiatry. 
Iti Violence Within the Family. 
lau Steele, B. F. 
Iso In: !leIfer, R. E. and Kempe, C. H. (Editors). Child Abuse and 
Neglect. The Faffiily and the Community. Cambridge, Hass., Ballinger 
Publishing Co., 
Ipa pp. 3-23, 
Ida 1916" 
lab The freguency, causes, and results of violence within the family 

" 

are discussed. Violence within the family has been part of the human 
condition tlu::oughout the recorded history of man. Most murders are committed 
within the confines of kinship. In some cases, high levels of androgen, 
a male sex hormone, have been associated with increased violent behavior. 
The XYI genotype has also been implicated. In general, men are more 
violent than women, but more women than men commit infanticide. There 
are many complex psychological, social, and cultural factors involved 
in the generation of violence. The most common element in the lives of 
violent or abusive adults is the history of having been neglected or 
abused to some extent in their own childhood. Abuse or neglect early in 
childhood predisposes an individual to use aggression as a means of 
solving problems. This is accompanied by a lack of empathy for other 
human beings, decreased ability and diminished mechanisms to cope with 
stress, and vulnerability to the examples of aggression and violence 
presented by society and culture. 
lis generational cycle of child abuse; etiology; violence; family 
characteristics 
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CD-01978 

lad New Hampshire Univ., DurhamD 
Iti societal Morphogenesis and Intrafamily Violence in Cross-cultural 
Perspective. 
lau straus, M. A. 
Ijt Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences 
Ipa 265: 717-730, 
Ida 1977. 
lab Conjugal violence in various cultures is briefly analyzed, and 
si~ilarities with parent-child and sibling-sibling violence are 
considered. Intrafamily conflict is common to all cultures. Several 
theoretical conclusions illustrate the fact that· 
human societies are cybernetic and morphogenic systems operating as 
part of a larger ecological system: el) as societal violence increases, 
there is a tendency for intrafamily violence to increase, which in 
turn tends to increase societal violence even more; (2) there is a link 
between violence in one family role with violence in other family roles; (3) 
intrafamily violence may contribute to maintaining a system such as 
male dominance; (4) the change from a nonviolent to a violent style 
of interaction may represent an adaptation to changes in the SUbstance 
basis of tbe society; and (5) a changed structure of interaction 
effects changes in actors and other spheres of interaction. In the 
history of a society external changes and internal conflicts can 
lead to changes in the structure of the society itself as a result 
of cybernetic processes by which events are monitored and controlled 
in a social system. 11 references. 
lis violence; marital conflictsifamily relations; sociocultural 
patt;erns; social change; social environment; theories 
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lad New Hampshire Univ., Durham. 
/ti Violence in the family:' An Assessment of Knovledge ana Research 
Needs. 
lau Straus, H. A.; Gelles, R. J.; Steinmetz, S. K. 
Iso American Association for the Advancement of Science Session on 
"Crime: What We Know and What We Need to Know,~' Boston, 
Ipa 51 pp., 
Ida February 23, 1916. 
lab A brief review of research in in.trafamily viole~ce indicates the 
state of knowledge about the frequency and etiology or such violence, 
especidlly violence between 'husbands and wives. necause the 'family 
is the social setting vithin which a citizen is most likely to b~ a 
victim ot physical attack, criminologists should fpcus on violence 
in the home. Child abuse and wife beating have received some atLention 
but have largely been studied as medical entities. Huch could be gained 
by treating th2se problems and othar family violence as social problems. 
General theories of interpersonal violence which nt:ed to be t:ested in 
relation to the specific issue of inLrafamily violence are outlined. 
A s~ries of characteristics which distinguish the family from other 
small groups and which seem to account tor higher violence in the 
family are presented. Seventeen specific controversies concerning the 
nature and causes of intrafamily violence are identified. The confusing 
variety of theoretical kno\lledge on intrafamily violence calls for 
intensive e~pirical research and care!ul theoretical synthesis. 
Standarc1 met.hods of SOCiological 17esearch could be used ifl such 
reBearch. 76 references. 
lis res~arcb reviews; violence; marital conflicts; interpersonal 
relations; etiology; theories; social problems; family relations 
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DOC 't~F.R: 1Y77 VOL ~~O: 57 AESTRACT NO: 100 Ll 9 
Report on National Con~erence on :rime and Violence in Modern 

::.ociety. 
l;lrain, Paul 
u Coll ::.wansea, ~ales 

Aggressive Behavior 1976 Vol ?(3) ?33-?3~ 
l;lrie~ly aescribes the papers at a con~erence on crime and violence 

Deld in London in 1976. Topics included anthropological perspectives 
o~ violence, how moral judgments in~luence rerceptions o~ violence, 
tne relationship oetween ~ood impu~ities and violence, social 
coherence and new towns, violent sex c~imes, co~poral punishment in 
eaucation, oattered wives, and concepts o~ social control. 

LA~GUA~~: ~ngl CLASS!FICATIOb:?9 
SUbJECT T~&MS: CRIME, VIOLENCE, paOFESSIO~AL h~ETINGS AND SYMPOSIA; 

1d~30, ~5iiO, 1107 11 0 
r~UeA PhRAS~: crime ~ violence, desc~iption o~ conference papers, 

Londol1, 1'17b 

uoc 't~AR: 19;7 VOL ~O: 57 ABSTRACT NO: 1263 u 
Abused wives: Why do they stay. 
~elles, rlichard J. 
u Rhode Island 
Journal of Marriage ~ the ~amily 1976 ~ov Vol 3d(L1) 6~9-66b 
Attempted to determine why a woman who had oeen physically abused by 

ner nusoana would ~emain with him. :nte~views we~e conducted with: 
at e moe r's 0 ~ 11 1 f a at i 1 i e sin w n i c h W 0 !ll e n had 0 e-e n 0 eat e n by the i r ' 
husbanasa Nine of tnese women had oeen divorced or separated from 
tneir husuands; 13 had called the police; b had sought counseling from 
a private social service agency; ana 11 had sought no outside 
intervention. Three major ~actors in~luence tne actions o~ the abused 
wives: Tne less severe and less ~requent tne violence, the more a wi~e 
remained with her nusoand. Secondly, the more a ~i~e was struck as a, 
Chilo oy her parents, the more likely she was to remain with he~i 
aousive nusoand. ~inally, the fewer ~esou~ces a wi~e had and the less' 
power sne haa the more likely she was to stay with her violent 
nusoana. In adaition, external const~aint in~luenced the actions o~ 
abused wives. (39 ref) 
LA~~uAU~: ~ngl :LASSIFICATIO~: 29 
5u~JgCT T~RMS: ~IV~S, ~IOLEN:£, h0SBAhDS, MARITAL CO~iLICT, 

AGuR£SSIv~ bEnAVIOHj ~6900, ~~i;O, ?3~90, 296?0, 01390 
I~u~A PhRASE: ~actors influencing ~emainin~ with villent husoands, 

aoused wives 
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~oc lEAh: 1~73 VOL ~O: "9 ABSTRACT NO: 04716 
touta, violence, and the natur~ o~ ~amily li~e. 
havens, Leston L. 
Massacnusetts Mental Health Senter, Boston 
~sycniatric Annals 1972 ~eo ~ol. ?(?) 1o-?9 
Comparea the current reorientation o~ attitu:es toward the ~amily 

witn the cnanges in thinkin~ which occurred with Freud's studies. Both 
revolutions are associated with a sharp shi~t i~ expectations, but the 
changes in ~amily attitudes lead to ~ore concern with actualities 
rather than fantasies, with violence rather than sexuality~ The' 
idealized i~age of the family has ~allen oeneath data ~rom studies of 
~a~ily violence and ~amily contributions to mental illness. Fa~ily 
violence is discussed, including the battered and murdered child, 
cnild ~urder, sibling muraer, matricide and ~?tricide, spouse murder, 
and ~uraer due to disappointed love. The contributions o~ genetics, 
psychological identification, and environment to familial patterns of 
violence are considered. The family contribution to mental illness is 
aiscussea with special emphasis on cri~inality, psychopathy, 
sociopatny, and schizophrenia. It is conclud&d tnat current stUdies on 
tne cowplexities of the maturation proc&ss have led to a new; 
appreciation for the dangers and responsioilities of parenthood. 

C ~A S:S I r' ! CAT ION! 11.1. 
SubJ I;:;CT T.6itMS: r' Ar-1ILY Rt:LATIONS, ChILDRt::ARI!iG A':'TITUDE:S, CHILD ABUSE 

, ~IOL~~C~, MENTAL DrSORD~RS/; 192~O) 06~10, Obo~O, ~~770t 307 40 
INuC;:'" t'uRASg: Change in ~amily 6: childrearing attitudes, intrafamily 

violence ~ mental illness 

11/5/7 
DOC ~EAR: 1977 VOL ~O: ~7 ABSTRACT ~O: 05630 

Rage-hate-assault and otner forms of violence. 
Madden, 0enis J.; Lion, John R. 
U Maryland Medical &chool, Inst o~ PSyChiatry & nu~an Behavior, 

Baltimore 
New 'tork, N't: Spectrum, 1976. 26" p. :s20 

~ses clinical and SCholarly perspectives to exami~e the problem o~ 
increasing violence, and indicates the need ~or tneories and practices 
with lasting e~fects. Topics discussed include child abuse, violence 
in the ~amily, violence in the media, predicting dangerousness, 
national and international violence, psychological approacnes to 
violence, suiciae ana self-destructive behaVior, nonhu~an aggressive 
oenavior, epilepsy and violence, and treatment of the aggressive 
patient. 

LANGUAGe! ~ngl CLASSIFICATION: 29 
SubJ~CT 7~RMS: bUO~, VIOL~~CE; 065~O, ~~770 
INDeA PhHASE: problem of increasing violence, OOOK 
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11/5/0 
DOC I~Art: 1977 VOL NO: 57 ABSTRA~T NO: OtlU6U 

battered wives. 
Martin, Del 

San ~rancisco, CA: Glide, 1976. XV11, 269 p. ~6.9~ 
Tne proolem o~ wi~e-battery is discussea within the ~ramework of 

sex-role stereotypes, using victim self-reports to elucidate this 
prevalent, out frequently overlooked ~orm of violence. The failures o~ 

tne legal system and social service agencies to deal with the problem 
are considered, and survival tactics, legislative proposals, and 
refuges for the victims are cited. 

LA~GuA~e: Engl CLASSIfICATION: 32 
Su~JiCT TERMS: bOOA, SEX ROLES, ST£REOT~PED ATTI7UDES, COMMUNITY 

~cRVIC£S, LeGAL PROCESSES, ANTISOCIAL BEHAvIOR, MARI7AL RELATIONS; 
00590, 4o~40, u9790, 10690, ?6110, 03230, 296 4 0 

INUEX PhRASE: sex roles stereotypes & social services & legal system 
& survival tactics & legislative proposals & refuges for victims, wife 
battery, oook 

1; () C' 't t: Art: 1 '17 l.L .. 0 L 1'. CJ: 5 1 A B S 7 RAe T NO: 0 1 3 Ii Cj 

Social networks and de~iance: A study of lo~er class ingest, wife 
oeating, ana nonsupport offenders. 

~cheurell, Ro~ert P.; Rinder, Irwin D. 
~. wisconsin, Milwaukee 
wisconsin Sociologist 1973 Spr Vol. 10(2-3) 'i6-73 
Selectee 10 incest o~fenders, 10 wife beaters, and 10 nonsupporters l 

from the wnite male population of a prison. It was hypothesized that! 
(a) all 3 groups have a close-Knit social network and a segregated 
pat~ern of conjugal role perfor~ance, (b) the incest of~ender woul~ be 
more socially isolated (lower frequency of social contacts) and 
maintain role segreoation between himself and his spouse through the 
female children assuming some o~ the household tasks, and (c) there 
would oe more task sharing in the household o~ the incest offender. 
Since the bulk of this sharing of household tasks would be between the 
offender and female children or the spouse and female children, the 
role segregation would be maintained between the offender and his 
spouse. Hesults of interviews tend to support tnese expectations but 
tne small sample size and biased sample mini~ize the significance for 
generalization. An unexpected finding was the perception of role 
disharmony for the offender groups. Tne incest offender had a greater 
incongruity oetween the behavioral and nor~ative definitions of 
conjugal roles than the other offenaers. he perceived greater role 
uisharmony and desired a more segregated role behavior pattern. (28 
ref .. ) 

C LAS S Ir' I CAT I (J i'I: 1 U 

SUbJt:CT T.6.fihS: S:::.A ROL!::.') , hAHITAL ht:LA7:0;;S, INCEST, AN7I.')OCIAL 
b~hAVIOH, L0~ER INCOME L~V~L; u6y uo, ?96 u O, ?U69J, 03?30, ?dd70 

IN~~x ~hRASE: social networks ~ d~viance in oehavioral & normativ~ 
conJugal role definitions, lower class incest vs wife beatin~ vs 
nonsupport o~fenders 
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DlJC t.t::AI': 1'175 VOL (,;0: 53 AbS':'RACT NO: '19~1 
battereo wives. 
Scott, P. v. 
haudsley HOSP, London, England 
8ritish Journal of Psychiatry 197 U ~ov Vol 1?5 u33- uU 1 
Defines the cattered wife as a woman who has suf!ered serious or 

repeatsa injury fro~ the man with whom she lives. 7he phenomenon is 
aescricad as a failure in aaaptation rather than a disease entity, or 
as a failure to acquire adequate social learning. Amon3 the arbitrary 
types of wife oattering whicn are described, apart from the probably 
maJor cultural type, are men with Ca) immature personalities; (b) 
other personality disoraers, incluQlng the dependent and aggressive 
types; (0) jealousy reactions; and (0) addictions. Previous stud~es of 
small samples of Child-battering fathers sug~est that at least ?~~ of 
tnem also oatter tneir wives. 

C LA:) SIr' : CAT ION: 1 11 

SUbJ~:7 TBRMS: ~IVBS, ~ARITAL CONFLICT, bEhAVIOR DISORD8RS, GTIOLOGt 
~o~OO, ?~b20, O~b30, 1b1~O 

IND~A ~nfiAS£: etiolo3Y a definition ~ types o~ men, wife oattering 

11/';/2 
Due t~Arl: 1977 VOL NO: 58 AHSTrlACT hO: 03179 

Violence. 
Tutt, Norman 
Dept of health & Social Security, ~ocial ~or~ Service Development 

~roup, London, England 
Lonaon, england: Dept of health & Social Security, 1976. 27~ p. 

Presents a collection o~ 13 papers on violence and its e~~ects which 
resultea ~rom a series of seminars sponsored oy the Social kork 
Service uevelopment Group o~ the Department o~ Health and Social 
:)ecurity in England. TopiCS include nistorical studies o! Violence, 
a~5ressive behavior in animals, relationships oetween young children 
ana aaults in normal ~amilies, proolems o~ group Violence, now 
violence can occur in social service settings, ana proolems of social 
and fi~ily violence. 

LANUuA~c: ~ngl CLASSIFICATION: 29, 00 
SUbJ~C7 T£RMS: SELECTEu READINGS, VIOLE~:i, A~IhAL AGGRESSIVE 

bEhAVIOH, AuGRESSIV~ bBHAVIORj ~6'~O, ~~770, O?~oO, 01390 
INUEA ~hRAS~: violence ~ its e~fects in animals & humans, book o~ 

readin6s 
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CENTER FOR ADVANCED STUDIES IN HUMAN SERVICES 

Dewsbury, A. R. "Battered \.]ives: Family Violence Seen in General Practice," 
in Royal Society of Health Journal, Vol. 95, No.6, December, 1975. 
pp. 290-294. 

A survey of an lIat risk" patient population of 13,000 revealed 15 
battered wives, or" 1.5 per thousand. Types of violence suffered included 
fnactures, attempted strangulation, threats with a knife, and bruising. 
Characteristics found in the husbands and mates included extreme jealousy 
and an aggressive temperament. TIle assault frequently followed drinking 
by the male, although alcoholism was present in only 2 cases. Two children 
in the families surveyed had been battered, 12 had been temporarily taken 
into care by loc~l authorities or relatives, and 8 showed evidence of serious 
neurotic disturbance. In one case, a mother assaulted her children after 
being beaten by her husband. Many of the battered women found that attempts 
at separation from their spouses lead to ehtreme anxiety and subsequent 
reunion. In more than half of the cases, the woman's choice of a husband 
was relate~ to childhood experience. 

Gelles, Richard J. "Abused Wives: Why Do They Stay?," in Journal of Ma.rriage 
and the Family, November, 1976. pp. 659-668. 

The author reviews statistical data from a prior study of 80 families and 
reports three major factors which influence a. battered woman's decision to remain 
with her husband. The factors he explores are frequency and severity, abuse of 
the woman as a child, and lack of resources and power. Gelles focuses on the 
complexity of the issue and admtts that he has only touched upon a few of the 
relevant factors. He mentions that external constraints also playa part in 
perpetuating domestic violence and lists the police, courts and social service 
agencies as examples. As this is a research report, it may be more valuable to 
professionals who are interested in theories pertaining to wife abuse and who 
are familiar with statistical data. 

Goode, Willian. "Force and Violence "in the"Family," in Journal of Marriage and 
the Family, November, 1971. pp. 624-636. 

Goode discusses the use of force in all social systems and particularly 
within the family. He explores the role of force in the socialization process 
of individuals. There :\.s a section which covers violence within the family and 
discusses the roles of persons engaged in the violent action from an exchange 
perspective. 

Hanks, Susan E., and C. Peter Rosenbaum. "Bac:tered Women: A Study of Hornen 
Who Live with Violent Alcohol-Abusing Men," in American Journal of 
Orthopsychiatry, \1\)1. 47, No.2, 1977. pp. 291-306. 

The authors present data on case hisc:ories of 22 women living with 
violent alconol-abusing men. They establish a typology of families of 
origin and compare the present relationship of the women with their parental 
background. Data indicates that there is a high correlation to parallels 
in childhood. It is suggested that self-awareness of the woman can help 
her to protect herself within the relationship, and insight can help her 
to avoid reestablishment of another abusive relationship. The authors do 
not give data on the backgrounds of the men. ~is article may be useful to 
clinicians. 
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Kobus, Elisabeth. "Stay Away from My' Body," in Vrij Nederland,-J.ul.y 19,1975. 
Translated by Janice Weiss. (Obtain from Janice Weiss, 1741 ~~t., 
South Bend, Ind. 466l3.) 

The a'r.ticle includes narrative descriptions of individual abusive cases 
in an attempt to illustrate the realities o.f wife abuse. It is written non
scientifically and the author claims that they chose to avoid "scientific" 
studies and requested no subsidies or grants to fund their shelter in the 
Netherlands. Kobus explores various service agencies and their functions- and 
limitations in dealing with physically abused women. Her discussion includes 
police, doctors, lawyers, child protective services, familial and neighbor 
:mpport. The cu"til.:l", st~tes the position the group holds on limiting the shelter 
t.o physit."ully abused "'()m~n and lists its operat i0I1<11 principles for running the 
house. included is Q look at community reaction to the development and main
tenance of the shelter. The article is an excellent resource for those actively 
working on woman abuse and is interestinl! for it~ F.1\t"(\np~n ::ltll"hnTc:.h;n 

Lystad, Mary Hanemann. "Vjolence at Home: A Review of the Literature," in 
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, Vol. 45, No.3, 1975. pp. 328-345. 

The author cites 162 references in her review of the literature. She 
'examines psychological, social and cultural perspectives of family violence. 
The review en\!ompasses theoretical 'issues, incidence of family violence 

" ' v~olence between spouses, abuse of and by children, and other related topics. 
A theory of violence in the home is offered. This is a comprehensive article. 

Owens, David, J., and Murray A. Straus, "The Social Structure of Violence in 
Childh~od and Approval of Violence as an Adult," in Aggressive Behavior, 
Vol. 1~ 1975. pp. 193-211. 

Data was analyzed from a national survey and three aspects of violence 
were investigated. The authors studied the relationship of observing violence, 
of being a v."c.tim of violence, and of cC'1lmitting a violent act as a child with 
approval of violence as an adult. Findings show that those who experience 
violence as a child tend to favor the use of violence as an adult. 

Pizzey, Erin. "Battered Wives: Chiswick t-lomen' s Aid - A Refuge from Violence, 'I 
in Royal Society of Health Journal, Vol. 95, No.6, December, 1975. pp. 
297-298; 308. 

The founding and operation of the Chiswick Womens' Aid refuge for 
battered wives and the situation which led to its establishment are 

. described. Shelter residents are largely responsible for the facility's 
day-to-day operations and participate in refuge decision-making. Most 
mothers join in the center's community life and form friendships with other 
women, often for the first time in their lives. Many mothers and their 
children stay in the intensive care atmosphere of the central refuge for 
three months and then move to a smaller shelter-sponsored community house 
where they live with three or four other battered families. Programs are 
b.eing established to train battered wives to enter the work force a.nd 
become financially self-~upporting and emotionally self-sufficient. 
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Pizzey, Erin. Scream Quietly or the Neighbors' Will Hear. 
Special, 1974. London, Penguin 

The author is the founder of Chiswick Women's Al.°d f b d ' an emergency shelter 
or attere women. The experiences of the shelter are recorded in this 

book along with some vi~ws of the nature of the problem and solutions Much 
success of th~ shelter is attributed to the willingness to accept all·wo~en, 
to respondoqul.ckly and to provide a safe place for women to sort out their 
:ives. Thl.S short, easy-to-read paperback is excellent for all who have an 
l.nterest in understanding the severity of the problem and the need for services • 

Van Stolk, Nary. "Battered Women, Battered Children," in Children Today, 
~~rch-April, 1976. pp. 8-12. 

The author researched the extent of child abuse in Canada and discovered 
that many children were being beaten in the wombs of their mothers. In an 
effort to uncover statistics related to prenatal child abuse, she attempted 
to uncover Canadian records of beaten pregnant women. Van Stolk draws 
parallels between beaten women and beaten children. She looks at historical 
evidence of mistreatment of women and children. This article supports the 
high incidence of violence in pregnancy as stated by Richard Gelles and others. 

~olilson, E. "Battered Wives: A Social Worker's Viewpoint," in Royal Society 
of Health Journal, Vol. 95, No.6, December, 1975. pp. 294-297. 

The historical relationship of social work to wife battering is 
described, along with the way it has been largely ignored in comparison to 
other family problems. Because of statutory provisions and the high value 
placed on children by society, battered children rather than battered women 
have received priority. Traditional ideas of male and female roles within 
a marriage have also affected the profession's response to battering. Social 
workers are starting to recognize the extent of the wife battering problem, 
but until society's attitude towards the marriage relationship changes, 
that of social workers will be slow to evolve. 

~voods, Frances, and Miriam Habib. "s trategies for ~vorking with Assaulted 
Women, Their Families, and the Systems Around Them. n Women Helping 
Women, Hetuchen, N.J., 1976. 

The outline lists important intervention areas when working with 
individual battered women, with children of battered women, and with social 
systems that encounter battered women. This four-page guide is itemized and 
may be used as a checklist by those working with abused women. It is 
sensitive to the emotional as well as the practical problems faced by battered 
women. This is also a good resource to help in the training of crisis counselors. 
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1U/5/" 
~~13~5}O ~Q01000~ 

Trte Status o~ homen in Alaska, 1977. A Preliminary Study. 
~ones, uorothy M.; And Others 
AlaSKa State Commission on ~uillan Rights, Anchorage~; Alaska Univ., 

hnchorage. 
Jari i7 3ll 1p.; Some tables may oe marginally legible due to small 

type; Compiled by the Institute o~ Social and Economic Researoh of the 
university of Alaska 

~DrlS trice MF-~O.d3 hC-$1~.Oi Plus Postage. 
To determine the precise nature and extent of the problem 

con~ronting Alaskan women, the Legislature in 1976 directed the human 
Hi~bts Co~mission to conduct a study on the status of women in 
education, employment, health, and the justice system. This 
puolication contains the results of that study. Data for the study 
were secured through interviews with experts, administrators and stafr 
o~ services for women, and with users of services; analysis of 
available statistical data; and when pOSSible, collection and analysis 
of original data such as surveys o~ housewives, battered wives, and 
lawyers, respectively. Some of the issues that were explored in the 
field o~ education include sex bia~ in curriculum materials, 
athletics, counseling, and vocational training. Employment re~earch 
centered on sex segregation in occupations, inequality in income, aha 
toe neea~ of working mothers. Tne health study focused on the speCial 
e~otional crises occasioned by divorce and wife battering and on tne 
difficulties in oetaining access to abortions and ~amily planning 
services. The hanaling o~ rape cases, the dertumanizing treatment o~ 
women in prisons, the insu~~icient response to wife beatings, the 
ai~ficulti~~ faced by women undergoing divorce, and the inequalities 
~ound in tne le~al profess~on were exa~ined in the conLext o~ the 
Justice system. (Author/8M) . 

uescriptors: bias/ -Civil Liberties/ Divorce/ Education/ Employment/ 
Family tlanning/ ·~emales/ -Feminism/ health! Justice/ Laws/ Needs/ 
·~ex Discrimination/ Social Science ~esearch/ Statu~/ -Study/ Textbook 
oia3 

Iaenti~iers: ·Ala~ka 

10/5/1 
l:.J160223 

Marital 
CI..i512 U2b 

~iolence: 

Intervention 
Saunders, Daniel G. 

Dimensions the Problem and Hodes of' 

Journal o~ Marriage and Family Counseling, 3, 1, ll3-~1 Jan 77 
Tnis paper reviews data on the incidence o~ mari:al violence and 

recommenas methods of intervention on a ~amily and soc~al level. MY~hS 
wnich may block awareness of this widespread problem are brie.ly 
cescribea •. Particular attention is give~ to the ina~~quacy o~ the 
catharsis hypothesis in explaining and treating mar~tal violencea 

(Author) 1" / -Violence.' Descriptors: -Intervention/ -Marriage :ounse lng 
-Aggression/ ~Family Relationship/ ~Behavior ?roolems/ Case Studies/ 
state O~ The Art Reviews/ Helping Relationship/ Interaction Process 

Analysis 
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09900 00 029862 
Bat tered ~li ves 
Hedicine. Science and the Lau, V 15, N 4 (October 1975), P 237-245 
Publication Date: 1975 Pages: 8 
Gayford, J J 
John toJ'right and Sons, LTD 
42-44 Triangle Hest 
Bristol ES8 lE.,( 
England 
Article 

Some of the details of a survey of 100 battered wives are presented, including 
the types of injuries seen and the backgrounds to the cases. 

A woman who is reportedly assaulted by her marital partner experiences 
considerable difficulty in finding a safe place to eSC::lpe to w'ith her 
disturbed children. Unless she can find sanctuary, the law can be 
circumvented by further violence from her husband. A woman can easily 
enter into a second violent relationship, not because she chooses a 
violent partner, but because such nen are the fe~-1 readily available in 
her subculture. The example given to the children prep::lres the ~round 
for them to enter into the same type of relationships in the next 
generation. (Author Abstract) 

09900 00 039992 
~'lomen and Crilne (1976 Congress of Cities Cassettes) 
Publication Date: 1976 
Gates, ~'1 Kojack. K 
National League of Cities 
1620 I Street, ~m 
Washington, DC 20006 
Lastern Audio Associates 
150 ioJ'ashington Boulevard 
Laurel, HD 20810 
Audio Cassette 
120 Minutes, 1976 $13.00 

Hume, N 

A national league of cities conference panel discusses rape, wife beating, 
and child abuse. 

The panelists, attorneys and women's rights advocates, discuss each of the 
three subjects. Their presentations are aimed at encouraging pUQlic 
officials to adopt neasures to ensure the safety of women and children 
against such crimes. They call for chanP.'es in the la~'Ts ~-1here necessary, 
public auareness, and victim advocate programs. In some instances, they 
debate. A new awareness on the part of police and criminal justice officials 
will heln ••.. BS 
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09900 00 040584 
Social Context of Violent Behaviour - A Social Anthropological 
Study in an Israeli Immigrant Town 
Publication Date: 76 Pages: 145 
Marx, E. 
Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd. 
Broadway House 
68-74 Carter Lane 
London 
England 
Paperback 3.500 Pound 

Conclusions from the study indicate that violence is purposeful behavior that 
occurs in specific situations, and that the violent person is cognizant of his 
acts geared to inform the public in a dramatic manner. 

These conclusions are the outcome of findi.ngs after two years anthropological 
fieldwork in a community of ~IDroccan immigrants in an Israeli new town. Focusing 
on some of the most common kinds of personal violence observed during that time, 
the author examines in detail incidents of wife and child beating, threats, 
assaults, shopwrecking and attempted suicide. From particular observation of 
these, he moves to comment on the general social background of violence and 
presents his theories on violent behavior. In conclusion the author shows that 
there are dffferent kinds of violence, and that frustration/aggression theories 
can explain only a limited range of violence. He contends that there is a 
marked correlation between the situation and the type of violence which it 
produces, and from this observation forms a general social-anthropological 
theory about the connection between types of violent behavior and their social 
relationships. (Author Abstract) 
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Document 

Pagel3: 22 

Overview of the problems and incidence of wife battering, with discussion of 
i its various social, psychological and psychiatric causal factors and its 

relationship to child battering and wife killing. 

Using case histories to describe varied patterns of wife battering, the authors 
demonstrate the complexity of home and marital factors involved in this condition, 
which is regarded as a failure in adaptation or a f.ailure to acquire adequate 
social learning. They find that classification is both possible and necessary, 
and that many battered wives make use of help when it is available. Child 
battering by both parents is found in some frequency in homes where the wife 
is also assaulted. Police protection is recognized as effective in only the 
mildest cases. Recommended measures include the need for more descriptive 
research, the promotion of close liaison between the appropriate governmental 

I and voluntary service agencies, the creation of 24-hour advisory services, the 
I creation of more short-term accomodation projects for battered wives and children, 

and a continuing program of local and national education, particularly in the 
schools. 
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75-16261 
AUTHORS: 
ADDRESS: 
TITLE: 
SOURCE: 
SOURCEID: 

NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE ON MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION 

L3 
~aly, Liam. 
no aaa:r::ess 
Family violence: a psychiat:r::ic pe:r::spective. 
v~u:r::nal of the I:r::ish Medical Association (Dublin). 
68(18):450-453, 1975. 

Types of violence occu:r:::r::ing in the family a:r::e :r::eviewed. Th:r::ee 
catego:r::ies of pa:r::ticula:r:: inte:r::est to a forensic psychiatrist axe 
homicide, infanticide, and child or wife batte:r::ing. It is 
:r::ecommended that, in dealing with p:r::oblems of family violence in the 
community, se:r::vices be p:r::ovided by a specialized team, p:r::efe:r::ably 
including a psychiat:r::ist, social wo:r::ke:r::. psychologists. community 
nu:r::se, and occasionally representatives of othe:r:: relevant agencies 
such as the clergy, police and the cou:r::ts. The:r::apy focusing on the 
options to violence is a4vocated. 8 refe:r::ences. 

75-20884 
AUTHORS: 
ADDRESS: 
TITLE: 

SOURCE: 
SOURCEID: 

Lund, Susan vO Nelson. 
University of Minnesota 
Personality and pe:r::sonal histo:r::y facto:r::s of child abusing 
pa:r::ents. (Ph.D. dissertation). 
Dissertation Abst:r::acts Inte:r::national. 
Ann A:r::bor, MI, Univ. M-films. No. 75-27202 HCS18.00 MF$7.50 
23 i p. 

The backg:r::ound and pe:r::sonality characteristics of pa:r::ents whose 
child:r::en had been abused we:r::e eKamined th:r::ough a se:r::ies of 
compa:r::isons using data f:r::om mental health cente:r:: files, county 
welfare and hospital facilities, and the pediat:r::ic services of a 
general hospital. Results suggest that abusing pa:r::ents generally 
have mo:r::e deviant backg:r::ound characteristics, particularly marital 
difficulties and wife beating. Physical abuse as a child, previous 
psychiatric t:r::eatment, and alcoholc abuse we:r::e also more 
characteristic of this g:r::oup. Results of psychological tests 
,suggest, that abusing pa:r::ents a:r::e mo:r::e deviant in terms oi poor 
impulse control, poor judgment, dissatisfaction with family and 
social life, communication, empathy, and inte:r::pe:r::sonal difficulties. 
The pa:r::ent who actually abuses his child appea:r::s mo:r::e deviant in 
terms of pe:r::sonality functioning than the nonabusive pa:r::ent of the 
child. It is concluded that psychological tests may be useful in 
diffe:r::entiating actual abuse:r::s from comparison group pa:r::ents, even in 
populations whe:r::e most· pa:r::ents a:r::e fai:r::ly deviant in te:r::ms of 
pe:r::sonality functioning, a finding which disag:r::ees with suggestions 
of othe:r:: :r::esearche:r::s. (vou:r::nal abst:r::act modified) 

75-7080 L3 
AUTRORS; 
ADDRESS: 
TITLE: 
SOURCE: 
SOURCEID: 

Lystad, Ma:r::y Hanemann. 
National Institute of Mental Health, Rockville, MD 20852 
Violence at home: a :r::eview of the lite:r::ature. 
Ame:r::ican vou:r::nal of O:r::thopsychiat:r::y. 
45(3):328-345, 1975. 
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Psychological, social and cultu~al pe~spectives of family 
violence a~e examined in a ~eview of the lite~atu~e. studies a~e 
~eviewed which ~elate to theo~etical issues, incidence of family 
violence, violence between husbands and wives, abuse of child~en, 
abuse by child~en, violence ~elated to social st~uctu~e, and se~vices 
to disco~dant families. Findings suggest that a comp~ehensive theo~y 
of violence at home must take into account facto~s at several levels, 

~ placing individual functioning within the social g~oup and within the 
cultu~al no~ms by which the g~oup ope~ates. A theo~y of violence at 
home is offe~ed, and suggestions a~e made fo~ furthe~ resea~ch. 162 

~ ~eferences. (Author abst~act modified) 

AUTHORS: 
ADDRESS: 
TITLE: 
SOURCE: 

SOURCEID: 

Tahourdin, Betty. 
2 Twyford Avenue, London W3 9QA, England 
Batte~ed wives: "only a domestic affai~." 
Inte~national J. of Offender The~apy and Compa~ative 
Criminology (London). 
20(1):86-88, 1976. 

The function of the Cheswick (England) Women's Aid, a home ~un 
by voluntee~s p~oviding ~efuge for the victims of domestic violence, 
the batte~ed wives and their child~en, is discussed. It is noted that 
invasion of privacy ~aws render police ineffective in such cases, and 
that definitions of "homeless" as they entitle people to welfa~e care 
~ender social services equally ineffective. That women must have an 
escape f~om husbands who are bullies, drunka~ds or psychotics is 
emphasized. ro~ her physical well-being and for the physical and 
psychological well-being of their child~en, mo~e homes of refuge 
should be a demand of Women's Lib and all women in gene~al. 

AUTHORS: 
ADDRESS: 
TRTITLE: 
TITLE: 
SOURCE: 
SOURCEID: 

Wehner-Davin, Wilt~ud. 
Muhlbach, West Ge~many 
/Sexual child murder by an unsuspected village~./ 
Nicht verrnisst -- ermordet von einem Unverdachtigen. 
K~iminalistik (Hamburg). 
30(6):248-250, 1976. 

The case of a man who ~aped and mu~de~ed an 8-year-old gi~l is 
.reported. The mu~de~ took pl~ce in a,small Ge~man fa~ming town whe~e· 
all ~esidents we~e long-te~m acquaintances. On Sunday afte~noon, the 
little girl went to visit her best friend and playmate, another 
8-yea~-old gi~l in the village. She was invited in by he~ playmate's 
father, ~aped and killed with a ~ake. The mu~derer's family had a 
~eputation in the village of being diligent and up~ight people, the 
child~en we~e always clean, o~de:1Yl and punctual. The murderer was 
a simple, quiet man who had moved the~e f~om Belgium and ma~~ied a 
local woman. Afte~ his initial a~rest the murde~e~'s wife gave a 
histo~y of he~ =elationship with he~ mu~dere~ husband, desc~ihing 
his pe~ve~sity and b~utality. Fo~ the sake of her children and the 
othe~ people in the village she had horne his b~utality and abuse in 
silence. No one suspected there was anything amiss in this model 
family. On the first day of his investigato~y imprisonment the 
mu~de~er committed suicide by hanging. 
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13/5/b 
75b.~3'3-0 " 

Iatrogenic and Preventive Intervention in Police-Fa~ily Crisis 
:-)ltl,l.atlons 

Barocas, Harvey A. 
bernard M. Baruch ColI, City U New York NY 100?1 
the International Journal of Social Psychiatry, 

Spr-Sum,. 113-121. Coden:ijsp-a 
, ti ? arK A v e .. , L. 0 n don N W 11 7 S J ,_ England 
Area/~ection: 1900/ ll 1 
Descriptors: PSYChOLOG1; fOLICE; MENTAL HEALTh; CRISIS 
Index fhrase: urban police ~ psychological training for crisis 

situations; 
Abstract: . Despite the growin~ importance 0: parapro:essional mental 

nealth services, little has been done to include the Ur policeman in 
such health services. The abrasive relationship between the police & 
the minority communities has been a major & explosive source of 
grievance, tension, & disorder. Frequently violence is triggered by 
authority. Iatrogenic intervention is frequent in the police & 
medical professions. (the ter~ iatrogenic is usually used in a medical 
context to mean an ailment cau~ea by the MD's intervention in an 
effort to facilitate the healing process.) ?olice must realize that 
tne prevention of violence is a mental health problem. A person 
resorts to violence because he sees no otner alternatives; tne 
policeman must aid in seeking alternatives. Tne essence of a crisis 
is a struggle to maste~ an upsetting situation & regain a ~tate of 
oalanc&. The individual in a crisis loses his ability to control his 
own behavior & is especially susceptiole to therapeutic invention with 
a lasting effect. family disturoance calls currently represent the 
single ~o~t frequent source o~ injury , death to police o!~icers by 
national statistics especially in cases of wife-beating~ infidelity, 
cnila aouse,' incest. Policemen need p~ycholo~ical training to be a 
positive rather than a negative force in situations of psychological 
crisis. L. DeForge 

13/5/2-
7iSo967-0 

Family Violence and Household Density: Does the Crowded nome Breed 
Aggression? 

farrington, ~eith 

whitman Coll, walla ~alla wA 99362 
uescriptors: vIOLENCE; STRESS; Th~QR~; HQUSEHOLD; FAMILY; GENERAL; 

1.lEhSIT't 
Index Pnrase: family violence vs household density; data source, 

~earson product-moment correlation, support, general stress theory; 
DOC TYPE: SSSP197775d 
Abstract: An examination of the ~elationship between househo~d 

density & family violence. The sample utilized consists o~ 190 Coll 
students intervi&wed via questionnaire. Tne primary hypothesis -
that households characterized by a high degree of density will be more 
likely to have higher levels o~ violence between family members -- is 
teste~ via Pearson product-moment correlation. The hypothesi~ is 
supported by the data, , this bivariate relationship remains unchanged 
wnen elaboratea in terms o~ several r~levant control variables -- S8S 
a type of community. This relationsnip i$ explained in terms o~ a 
"general stress t~eory" of ~amily violence. 
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13/'i/9 
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~arital violence and tne Criminal ~roce~s: hei~her Justice nor Peace 
iield, Martha na; Field, henry i. 
u930 South ~reenwood, Cnicago, III & hayer, Brown' Platt, Chicago, 

III 
Social Service Heview, 19i3, ui, 2, Jun, 2?1-?UO. Coden:ssrv-a 
Area/~ection: 2000/58 CountrY:USA 
Descriptors: MARRIAGE; FAMILY 
Inaex ~nra5e: A critique o~ dealing with ~arital violence in a 

criminal-Justice system 
Abstract: An examination o~ the hu~an costs that accrue ~rom the 

current policy o~ dealing with marital violence exclusively in the 
context o~ the criminal-justice systec. It suggests the need ~or soc 
policies ~ 5ervice~ that would more e~~ectively prevent the occurrence 
or recurrence o~ violent acts between man & wi~e. AA 

13/5/5 
iOh9011-U 

The Jekyll and hyde Marriages 
Marsden, Dennis; Owens, David 
U ~ssex, Warehoe ~ark ColChester eoa 3S~ England & U Cardi~~, ~ales 

New Society, 19i~, 32, o'i7, May ~,33~-33'i. ~oden!nwso-a 
I~C Magazines, 1?d Long Acre, London ~C?~ 9QR, England 
Area/~ection: 1~00/U1 
Descriptors: VIOLENCE; MARHIAGE 
Index ~nrase: patterns o~ marital violence; 
Abstract: John Uayford, in a study ("hi~e Battering: A freliminary 

o:i u r v e y 0 ~ , 0 0 Cas e IS ," B r i tis h ri e d i cal J 0 urn a l, 1 q 7 'i, 'i 9 ~ 1, 1) 0 ~ , 0 0 
oatterea wives ~rom Chiswick, ~ound that many husbands & some wives 
haa su~~ered parental violence as cnildren, some men had records o~ 

violent o~fences, many women had become pregnant out of wedlock, most 
men were intensely sexually jealous, & many marriages ended when the 
~en beca~e violent toward the children. The pattern o~ marital 
violence di~~ered ~or 19 women studied in one small town. few of 
tnese women came from violent homes or were pregnant at time of 
marriageo In ~ost ~amilies with children, the motner claimed that the 
~ather was good witn them, & though many wives ~elt they could support 
tnemselves, all were living with their nusbands. Tne wives thought 
tne men'~ violence had a Jekyll ~ hyde quality, but was not 
symptomatic o~ a complete relationShip breakdo~n. The ~ew patterns o~ 
~arital violence in these 19 cases indicates one ~hould not take a 
si~ple view of violence in the general population. This small sample 
~ee~ed worth reporting because o~ the laCk o~ re~earch on the issue. 
L.. I"oster 
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